
SOUTH WEST COLLEGE GOVERNING BODY 
 
Minutes of a meeting of the Education, Quality & Performance Committee 
held on Wednesday 25 January 2017 at 5.00 pm  
in the Boardroom, Dungannon Campus, Circular Road, Dungannon 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
PRESENT:   Mr Peter Archdale 
    Councillor Robert Irvine  
    Mrs Joanne Lucas 
    Mrs Margaret Martin (Committee Chair) 
    Mr Wilson Matthews 
    Mr Malachy McAleer (Chief Executive Officer) 
             
IN ATTENDANCE: Mrs Maria Hackett, Head of Industry & Training 
 Mr Michael McAlister, Deputy Chief Executive Officer 
 Mrs Fiona McCauley, Secretary to the Governing Body 
 Mrs Susanne Workman, Head of Curriculum 
 
APOLOGIES: Mr Stephen Moss 
 
 
1.0 APOLOGIES 
 

The Committee Chair commenced the meeting by welcoming all present to the first 
committee meeting of 2017. 
 
At a later stage in the meeting an apology was tendered on behalf of Mr Moss.  
 

 
2.0 CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATIONS 
 

No conflict of interest declarations were made. 
 
 

3.0 MATTERS ARISING FROM MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING  
 

PREVIOUSLY ISSUED to all members: 
 
 Paper 03 Minutes of the Education, Quality & Performance Committee meeting held 

on Wednesday 30 November 2016. 
  
3.1 Bereavement Support 
 

In response to a query from the Committee Chair on the support provided to the family, 
friends, classmates and teachers of a recently deceased student, the Head of Curriculum 
advised that those affected had been supported by the College and that monitoring of this 
cohort is continuing.  
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3.2 Student Governor 
 

It was noted that the process for the election of a replacement student governor is ongoing.  
 
3.3 Entitlement Framework 
 

Members were made aware of the reduction in the number of courses that schools are 
required to offer under the Entitlement Framework from September 2017 and were advised 
that a significant impact on college enrolments is not expected in the 2017/18 year. 

 
3.4 Apprenticeships 
 

Members commented on the statistics recently published on national apprenticeship 
success rates as well as on the College’s good performance in this area.  It was suggested 
that this good performance be highlighted to the Minister for the Economy. 

 
3.5 Social Impact Bond 
 

The meeting was informed on progress in relation to the assessment of the business case for 
funding to develop a Social Impact Bond.  

 
 

4.0 REPORT ON THE PERFORMANCE AND STRATEGIC PLANS OF THE INDUSTRY & TRAINING 
DEPARTMENT 

 

PREVIOUSLY ISSUED to all members: 
 
 Paper 04 Performance and Strategic Plans of the Industry & Training Department. 
 
Mrs Maria Hackett, Head of Industry & Training, joined the meeting for this item. 

 
Following an introductory comment from the Committee Chair on the value of the 
information provided within paper 04, the Head of Industry & Training began her 
presentation on the performance and strategic plans of her department by setting the 
department’s provision within the context of the College as a whole.  With the aid of a 
PowerPoint presentation, she then went on to provide a breakdown and a trend analysis of 
enrolments by occupational area and highlight the overall growth in enrolments; present 
retention and achievement statistics for the past five years; go through the development 
priorities within the Industry & Training Plan; alert the Committee to the achievements of 
trainees in the UK SkillBuild final; and, looking to the future, provide commentary on the 
identified challenges and opportunities for the department.     
 
A discussion then followed on the College’s Entitlement Framework provision during which 
the Head of Industry & Training, supported by the Chief Executive Officer and the Deputy 
Chief Executive Officer, detailed the level of engagement with schools in the four area 
learning communities; noted that the anticipated merger of schools to form larger schools 
with greater capacity may have an impact on enrolments; quantified the percentage of 
turnover derived from the programme; and commented on its value to the College in terms 
of early engagement with pupils.  On a related matter, the meeting was also apprised of the 
meetings that have taken place with key stakeholders in the Strule Shared Education 
Campus and it was concluded that it is unlikely that the College will have a presence on site. 
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In response to a question from a member in relation to the breakdown of enrolments per 
occupational area, the Head of Industry & Training explained the difficulty in acquiring 
suitable work placements in the ICT field and acknowledged the substantial provision of ICT 
courses in the Technology Department as well as the advanced ICT skills of Engineering 
students.  Mrs Hackett also undertook to provide a glossary of terms for future 
presentations. 
 
Mrs Hackett was thanked for her presentation and withdrew from the meeting at this 
juncture.  
 

 
5.0 REVIEW OF KEY STRATEGIC ISSUES 

 
PREVIOUSLY ISSUED to all members:  
 
 Paper 05 Key Strategic Issues. 

 
By way of introduction to this item, the Chief Executive Officer suggested that many of the 
items previously classified as key strategic issues for the Committee have now been 
embedded in the College’s operations and identified the development of a Social Impact 
Bond and the 2018-2021 College Development Plan as two key items for consideration by 
the Committee going forward. 
 
A lengthy discussion then ensued during which members debated the strategic nature of 
each of the items listed in paper 05 and how they should be reported on going forward.  The 
following was agreed on conclusion of this discussion. 
 
AGREED:  

 
 The key strategic issues for the Committee going forward are ‘The Development of a 

Social Impact Bond’ and ‘Planning for the Future’; 
 

 The ‘Planning for the Future’ item will cover future funding, post Brexit provision and 
the 2018-21 College Development Plan; 
 

 Developments in relation to the Rural University, the InnoTech Centre, the 14-19 
Agenda, Internationalisation and Excellence will be reported through the Management 
Report; 
 

 The outcome of bids for EU funding will be included as an agenda item at the March 
2017 committee meeting and further developments in this area will subsequently be 
reported through the Management Report; 
 

 A proposal will be brought to the March 2017 committee meeting on how to update 
the Committee on developments in relation to strategic partnerships; 

 
 A proposal will be brought to the March 2017 committee meeting on an agenda 

structure that will optimize the time available and ensure adequate discussion is held 
on strategic items;  
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 A presentation on Social Impact Bonds will be delivered at the March 2017 committee 
meeting.   
 

 
6.0 MANAGEMENT REPORT 
 

PREVIOUSLY ISSUED to all members: 
  

 Paper 06  Management Report  
 Paper 06.01  FLU Funded Enrolments 2016-17 
 Paper 06.02  HLA Enrolment Figures 13.01.2017 
 Paper 06.03  Renewable Engine - Draft Letter of Offer 
 Paper 06.04  All Party Group Press Release re Energy Efficiency 
 Paper 06.05  Erasmus+ SWC Case Study 
 Paper 06.06  Marketing Annual Strategy 2017-18 
 Paper 06.07  FLU Bulletin 2015-16 
 Paper 06.08  Further Education Activity in NI 2013-14 - 2015-16 Bulletin 
 Paper 06.09  Further Education Activity in NI 2015-16 Summary 
 Paper 06.10  QPA 2015-16 Correspondence 
 Paper 06.11a Anti-Bullying Policy 
 Paper 06.11b Anti Bullying Policy - Summary of Changes 
 Paper 06.12a Draft HE strategy 2017- 2020 
 Paper 06.12b HE Strategy 2017 - 2020 Summary of Changes. 
 
Reporting by exception, the Head of Curriculum took the Committee through the 
Management Report focusing on the following issues and papers in particular. 

 
6.1 Excellence in Teaching and Learning 
 
 Ref: Management Report Section 1.0 
 

In updating the Committee on developments in excellence in teaching and learning, the 
Head of Curriculum began by reporting the achievement of Fellowship Awards by a number 
of staff under the Higher Education Academy Fellowship Programme and explaining that the 
Higher Education Professional Development Steering Group is exploring means of providing 
staff with relevant industrial placements following the withdrawal of the Lecturers into 
Industry Initiative.  She then went on to report the introduction of a Digital Passport to 
record the participation of part-time staff at Teaching & Learning and other staff 
development workshops; update the meeting on the thematic reviews that have taken place 
as well as those planned; apprise members of the scope of the Annual ETI Scrutiny 
Inspection which is expected to take place this semester; comment on the preparations 
underway for the forthcoming QAA review as well as on its new format; and note the 
development of a draft competency framework for Teaching & Learning. 

 
6.2 Higher Education 
 

Ref: Management Report Section 2.0 and Papers 06.01 & 06.02 
 

The Head of Curriculum provided the meeting with a comprehensive overview of 
developments in relation to the College’s Higher Education provision during which she 
advised that contact will be established with Edinburgh Napier University to discuss 
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opportunities in the areas of Cyber Security and Cloud Computing; confirmed that approval 
has been granted by the Higher Education Academic Board for two additional courses; noted 
that the revalidation process is ongoing for a number of Ulster University courses; and 
reported that self-evaluation follow-up reviews are expected to take place in February 2017.  
In relation to international development, she then went on to inform the meeting that a 
Memorandum of Understanding has been signed with Xiangyang Vocational and Technical 
College and advise that Ulster University will assist the College in developing its Tier 4 
capacity to facilitate the enrolment of international students. 
 

6.3 14-19 Agenda 
 
 Ref: Management Report Section 3.0 
  

It was noted that a comprehensive update on the 14-19 Agenda had been provided earlier in 
the meeting by the Head of Industry & Training. 

                                             
6.4 Training Provision 
 

Ref: Management Report Section 4.0 
 
It was noted that a comprehensive update on the College’s training provision had been 
provided earlier in the meeting by the Head of Industry & Training. 

 
6.5 Economic Engagement and Internationalisation 
 
6.5.1 Skills Focus 

 
Ref: Management Report Section 5.1 
 
Referring members to the table in the Management Report quantifying the number of 
sectoral Skills Focus trainees, the Head of Curriculum highlighted the College’s good 
performance in this area and it was acknowledged that the continued engagement from 
industry provides assurances on the relevance of the College’s offering to this cohort.   

 
6.5.2 EU Projects and International 

 
Ref: Management Report Section 5.2 and Papers 06.03 & 06.05 
 
Members were provided with an overview of applications under the Erasmus + Programme 
during which the increased number of staff and student mobilities was highlighted as was 
the new curriculum areas participating in the programme.  The positive feedback received in 
terms of skills development was also cited.    

 
6.5.3 Innovation Centres 

 
Ref: Management Report Section 5.3 and Paper 06.04 
 
In relation to the activities of the Innovation Centres, the Head of Curriculum made the 
meeting aware of the presentation made to the NI Assembly All Party Group on Housing on 
the PassivHaus standard as well as of the College’s hosting of the NI Science Festival.  The 
progress of the development of a Project Based Learning Innovation Centre was also 
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reported as was the progression of the application for funding for the CASE Project to the 
second stage of the assessment process.  

 
6.5.4 Other 

 
The Head of Curriculum confirmed that a business case for an Engineering Centre of 
Excellence is nearing completion. 
  

6.6 Virtualisation 
 

6.6.1 Virtual Curriculum Development 
 
Ref: Management Report Section 6.1 
 
The Head of Curriculum explained that Virtual Mentors had been appointed to support 
students through virtual programmes.  She also reported that online curriculum and staff 
induction modules are in development and drew attention to the media coverage of the 
Erasmus Appskil Project. 
 

6.6.2 Income Generation from Regional and International Contracts 
 
Ref: Management Report Section 6.2 
 
The Committee was apprised of the development of a pilot programme with a Canadian 
engineering company which will allow agricultural engineering students to complete an 
internship in Canada whilst continuing their studies virtually.  The income received for the 
Appskil Project was also highlighted as was the submission of a tender for the development 
of an e-learning module for a Canadian Government Agency and the graduation of the 
Zambian students who had achieved HNCs in Computing through e-learning.  
 

6.7 Marketing Strategy 
  

Ref: Management Report Section 7.0 and Paper 06.06 
 
The Chief Executive Officer commended the Marketing Manager for her presentation to the 
Erne Campus Project Board on the Communications Strategy for the new campus and, in 
response to a suggestion from a member, undertook to provide feedback on the scope for 
further emphasis on the College’s sustainability achievements in the marketing strategy. 
 

6.8 Report on progress of CDP 2015-18 and Annual Operating Plan 
  

Ref: Management Report Section 8.0 and Papers 06.07, 06.08, 06.09 & 06.10 
 
With reference to 2015/16 out-turn, the Head of Curriculum reported that confirmation had 
been received from the Department for the Economy that no clawback would be necessary 
following the College’s good performance against targets in 2015/16. 
 
She went on to provide commentary on the four graphs under this section of the 
Management Report illustrating sectoral performance against FLU targets in further 
education, higher education, essential skills and overall, during which she highlighted the 
College’s 98.9% attainment level overall, which, it was noted, was best in sector.  With 
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reference to the two graphs illustrating the College’s 2016/17 performance to date in terms 
of FLU delivery and enrolments, she concluded by outlining the provision planned which will 
bring FLU delivery to the target set.   
 

6.9 FE College Health Check Report 
 

Ref: Management Report Section 9.0 
 
The Chief Executive Officer stated that whilst the FE College Health Check Report had not yet 
been received by the College, it had been available at the recent Accountability Meeting 
with the Department for the Economy and that no issues had arisen. 
 

6.10 Policy Reviews 
  

Ref: Management Report Section 10.0 and Papers 06.11a, 06.11b, 06.12a & 06.12b 
 
The Committee was provided with a brief overview of both the Anti-Bullying Policy & 
Procedure for Students and the Higher Education Strategy 2017-2020 and the Head of 
Curriculum undertook to make a number of minor amendments to the former at the 
suggestion of a member.    
 
 AGREED: that the amended Anti-Bullying Policy & Procedure for Students and the Higher 
Education Strategy 2017-20 be recommended to the Governing Body for approval.  
 

 
7.0 STRATEGIC PROJECTS UPDATE 
 

PREVIOUSLY ISSUED to all members:  
 
 Paper 07.01  Goby Update Report 
 Paper 07.02  SWC Works Update Report 
 Paper 07.03  HEAB Update Report 
 Paper 07.04  21st Century Skills Update Report  
 Paper 07.05  Edge Update Report 
 Paper 07.06  Centre of Things Update Report. 

 
 With reference to papers 07.01 to 07.06, the Deputy Chief Executive Officer presented an 
overview of the six strategic projects, confirmed his satisfaction with their progress to date 
as well as with the staff development opportunities provided to the Project Managers, and 
advised that a comprehensive review would be undertaken in June 2017 and a decision 
taken on the continuation of the projects into 2017/18. 
 
Following a discussion on the most appropriate means of reporting on the progress of the 
strategic projects, it was agreed that an update would be provided to the Committee by the 
Deputy Chief Executive Officer and that presentations would be made by the Project 
Sponsors to relevant committees in 2017/18.  
 
  

8.0 CORRESPONDENCE 
 

There was no correspondence to report.  
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9.0 ANY OTHER RELEVANT BUSINESS 

 
No further business was raised.  
 
 

10.0 EVALUATION OF MEETING 
 
PREVIOUSLY ISSUED to all members: 
 

 Paper 10 Education Committee Meeting Evaluation Form.  
 
Completion of the meeting evaluation form was conducted on a collective basis with no 
issues raised. 
 

 
The meeting went into confidential session and ended at 7:20 pm. 
 
 
CONFIRMED AND ADOPTED BY THE GOVERNING BODY AT A MEETING HELD ON WEDNESDAY 8 
MARCH 2017. 
 
 
CHAIRPERSON _________________________________________ DATE __________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 


